CFM Crewing
Efficient crew management

Optimize your crew management due to more efficient
cooperation with your agencies and crew
CFM Crewing enables you to handle and coordi-

be accessed by your preferred applications for book-

nate all crew related procedures in one central place.

keeping and cash management.

Thanks to a direct integration of your agencies you

CFM Crewing comes along with an easy to handle

can streamline processes and minimise effort for

but extensive user roles and rights management,

communication.

assisting you to customise the work spaces of your

CFM Crewing’s scope includes areas such as the

users. By making the crew part of all processes, CFM

master data management of seafarers, planning the

Crewing focusses on building interactive teams, that

crews on board as well as their relief, management

are steadily optimising the crewing processes. With

of the working and rest hours of the crew, detailed

an optimal level of planning and support of daily tasks,

crew-related reports and the complete and automa-

CFM Crewing ensures that your most valuable asset

ted billing of the crew using public APIs that can

is well supplied.

Detailed

Integrated

The Activity List shows you all

CFM Crewing integrates other depart-

modifications within staff data.

ments easily into your processes.

Interactive

Connected

Benefit from efficient interactive

Connect CFM Crewing to accounting or cash

teams on land and offshore.

systems for better payroll accounting.

Key features
Crew data management, planning and

Automated suggestions on missing

activity-based payroll in one solution

reliefs

Advanced navigation throughout the

Capturing and verification of rest hours

whole application with minimum clicks

according to MLC 2006

Interactive Dashboard reminding you of
pending actions

Extensive role and rights management

Fast and intelligent search for seafarers

Payroll-API to feed external accounting

by keywords or advanced filters

solutions (e. g. SAP)
Flexible wage scale management for

Easy file sharing with port agents

voyage and permanent contracts

Focused crew status tracking by distinct

Preparation of payroll directly on board

icons and colour indicators

or ashore

Continuous mandatory documents check

Crew Portal, enabling seafarers to manage

and visualisation of errors

their data and documents autonomously
Integrated reporting (e.g. embarkation,

Extensive activity reporting

promotions, performance)

Officer‘s matrix with direct upload to

Effortless crew planning with drag

OCIMF and Q88

& drop

Travel expense registration, experience

Detailed setup of mandatory certificate

management and performance reporting

requirements per rank on STCW-, flagstate-,

on board and ashore

company-, charterer- or vessel-level

About Hanseaticsoft
Hanseaticsoft was founded in 2009 by Alexander Buch-

technologies by means of intuitive software solutions.

mann. Buchmann and his team draw on several years

Today Hanseaticsoft has more than 60 employees. It

of experience in the software department of a medi-

is now part of Lloyd’s Register Group, one of the

um-sized shipping company in Hamburg, the third

world’s leading providers of professional services for

largest container harbour in Europe. In Hanseaticsoft,

engineering and technology – improving safety and

the idea of a new software concept was finally re-

increasing the performance of critical infrastructure

alised: giving enterprises access to new and efficient

for clients in over 75 countries worldwide.
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